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Synergy for the 21st Century:
Between Unstructured Problems and Management Planning and Controls

by

George Kozmetsky

. It is a great honor and privilege to be invited to the Dallas 1997 Conference 

for Operations Research and Management Sciences. Chairman Paul A. Jensen in his 

letter o f  invitation stated "your long and many contributions to TIM S and ORSA, 

your varied experiences o f interest to our members and your contributions to the 

technical infrastructure and the nation make you the ideal speaker for our meeting." 

After cautioning that today’s talk “should be 45 minutes long," Paul suggested that 

he would be pleased if  I would consider a synergy theme in relation to digital 

technology in my talk.

The synergy between O R/M S and digital technology is very important from 

many perspectives for the 21st century. There is little question that digital 

technology is and shall play an ever more increasing role and provide the impetus 

for transforming the post industrial society o f  the 1940s~1960s as well as the 

information technology o f the 1970s-1990s into what I call the 21st century 

digital/knowledge society.

Digital technology will provide INFORM S members the means and 

methodology to deal with unstructured problems. Some o f  these classes o f  problems 

that I’m concerned with involve the role o f  private sector managers providing 

leadership in the post cold war or cold peace era. Some o f the more specific 

leadership issues involve collaborative efforts domestically and globally as well as 

cooperation and collaboration between supplier chains and between academic, 

government, and business sectors. Other unstructured problems deal with how to



systematize or put into an organic whole R&D management. Performance measures 

involve a series o f  unstructured problems such as how to evaluate performance o f 

newer systems o f  operations as well as management information systems. 

Performance measures also include intellectual capacity/impact in organizations as 

an asset. Structuring an organization as a symbiotic network especially between 

competitive nations is an unstructured problem. Digital intelligent knowledge 

processing for a learning organization is also another unstructured problem. 

Underlying the business process is the unstructured problem o f  distribution 

coordination between customer retention, customer satisfaction and customer 

success. I'm extremely occupied in dealing with the paradox o f shareholder returns 

optimization and stakeholder optimization. Digital technology coupled with 21st 

century advances in telecommunications provides a basis for dealing with 

unstructured problems through improvements in management planning and control 

at the firm, industry, national and global levels.

What I'd like to do this morning is share with you some o f  my thoughts of: 

(1) How I view historically and prospectively the synergy between O R /M S and 

newer disciplines as well as other emerging societies; (2) synergy between O R/M S 

and the technology chain, and (3) the issues and initiatives which are key to 

developing leadership for the 21st century.

I. Historical Synergistic Perspectives o f O R /M S

In all respects I wish to present a highly personal perspective o f the 

foundings o f  both ORSA and TIMS. Their beginnings greatly influenced the course 

o f my careers. The contributions o f both organizations have affected my activities at 

the fC^ Institute, for government, for development o f  public-private partnerships 

and well as alliances for commercialization o f science and technology for NASA,
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DOD, D O E and NOAA, and for collaboration with various communities in the 

states o f Texas, California, Florida, Alaska, New Mexico, Nevada, Washington, 

Colorado, Tennessee, South Carolina, and Pennsylvania as well as communities in 

thirty-one different foreign nations.

It was my privilege to have been involved in some very small measure by 

attending the ORSA and TIM S founding meetings. The ORSA meeting had two 

major impacts on my subsequent career. The first was the amount o f  time the 

ORSA leadership spent on how to make sure that the World War II contributions o f  

operations research in the Navy and Army were not abandoned as they were at the 

end o f World War I. In many respects, the Cold War era provided the platforms, 

momentum and government/private resources to maintain and extend the OR 

legacy o f World War II. Many o f those who attended this ORSA founding meeting 

developed an informal fifty-year plan for subsequent U.S. cold war efforts. The 

impetus for this plan was the shock so many o f us felt after the successful launch o f 

Sputnik. It is not an exaggeration, in my mind, that many scientists and engineers 

o f  my generation spent a lifetime engaged in how to wage a nuclear war in space 

rather than on planet Earth. A great deal o f  what is called today's digital technology 

are spin-offs from these efforts.

Federal expenditures over the past fifty years especially in the area o f  R&D 

have been very important in building America's technological base and future. The 

way today's generation o f leaders in academia, business and government goes about 

converting its legacy into wealth and prosperity is key. I f  today's leadership does not 

utilize and regenerate the fifty plus years invested in human and technological 

resources, they will dry up or depart to other communities, regions, or other parts o f  

the world. And let me emphasize that only the private sector leadership can truly 

ensure that this does not take place.
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The second impact that the ORSA founding meeting had on me was the 

realization that I did not have a technical academic background. At the time, I had 

a short academic career teaching and researching at the Harvard Business School 

and Carnegie Mellon Graduate School o f Business Administration. Neither 

institution was involved with natural science or engineering colleges at the time. 

Organizational and behavioral sciences as well as quantitative controls were an 

emerging discipline.

I did not become a member o f ORSA. My faulty reasoning at the time was 

that one had to be a degreed scientist or an engineer to be eligible for membership. 

Furthermore, ORSA would be more o f  a professional engineering society whose 

membership would consist o f academics and professions working in OR activities 

and preoccupied with the needs o f the then-current military-industrial complex. 

After all, Dr. Howard Akins o f Harvard's Computational Laboratory threw me out 

as a graduate business school student with the admonition that "business would 

never use digital computers.11 Digital computers were only for scientific and 

engineering purposes as far as Dr. Akins was concerned.

Digital technology o f the 21st century, as we know, will impact all walks o f 

life. It will have a profound impact on human activities involving work and leisure. 

Its transformational powers are both awesome and wondrous. I f  O R /M S and others 

are to contribute in a meaningful way to the digitization o f  a knowledge society then 

it is important that the general public and political sectors become conversant, 

comfortable, and understanding o f how digital technology impacts their individual 

and general well being. Technology illiteracy can no longer, in my opinion, be 

ignored, dismissed as being too complicated for the general public's understanding, 

or just embedded in spurious sound bites. Digitization technologies are already 

impacting today's youth from the age o f 2-3. It is a joy to see a three-year-old
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exclaim, "George, I get to use the computer an hour from now. Would you like me 

to teach you how to play chess?" O r a two-year saying to her grandfather, "Let’s read 

Red Riding Hood together" as she inserts the reading book tape into the cassette.

O f  course, a two-year-old can't read but she can pick out the tape and play it all by 

herself.

My early lack o f understanding from the ORSA founding meeting lesson's 

impact upon me has been that at any time you are faced with unstructured 

problems; namely, where no one discipline has its ready theory or practice, its 

solution requires a multi-disciplinary approach. Also working on real-world 

unstructured problems that demand excellent research and feasible short-term 

results, e.g., 1-3 years, require multi-disciplinary collaboration. These collaborations 

quickly lead to development frameworks or conceptual constructs that help evaluate 

utilization o f hypotheses and let you work with data that is currently on hand. Bill 

Cooper has called such research applications research. After spending a lifetime on 

such research as a business executive, a dean, an academic, and a director o f a think- 

and-do-tank, I can tell you it is fun and rewarding. More important, it helps to 

develop a necessary experiential learning and a body o f knowledge as well as theory 

that has early practical utility in the business, academia and government sectors. 

Furthermore, it helps build newer disciplines, methodology, algorithms, tools and 

methods for dynamic mathematics, statistics, and computer simulation for 

performance evaluation and management planning and control, etc. Digital 

technology such as the internet world-wide web and others makes it relatively easy to 

obtain information and convert it into knowledge. The key is selecting the proper 

application research effort.

For those o f  you who are in academia, please do not expect instant 

gratification from your peers. Change through successful application research
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efforts or multidisciplinary research efforts does not win any academic accolades.

On the other hand, applications research does help to build a strong partnership 

between academia and business. Team members' acceptance and self satisfaction o f  

contributing to others are your rewards. I'm so glad that I attended the ORSA 

founding meeting. Being naive and uneducated was an asset. The ORSA founding 

meeting set me on a career road that required doing application research on national 

security programs that could also utilize management backgrounds. Today it is so 

easy to say IC^ Institute is a multidisciplinary research institute involved with how 

to utilize technology as a resource to generate wealth and prosperity at home and 

abroad.

Let me now turn to the founding o f  TIMS.

When Mel Salveson invited fourteen o f us to a meeting in July o f 1953 on 

the campus o f  UCLA to consider founding TIMS, I thought that my academic 

credentials and industrial position as assistant controller would be appropriate for 

acceptance as a founding member. I, at least naively, believed that ORSA would 

focus more on science and engineering defense problems and systems, and TIM S 

would concentrate on the objectives o f  identifying, extending, and unifying 

scientific knowledge that contribute to the understanding and practice o f  

management and hopefully, through practice, stimulate research and develop over 

time, i f  ever, a unified management science. TIM S quickly became an organization 

whose research and publications became dominated by the academic sector o f  its 

membership while the heavy preponderance o f the membership became business 

and industry oriented. The academic impacts on TIM S were in terms o f  its 

constitution "to identify, extend, and unify scientific knowledge that contributes to 

the understanding and practice o f management...in general, to promote the growth 

o f  management science and its practice.” Many advances have and are being made
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by TIM S academics. After some forty-four years there is still much to be done in 

developing a management science.

The cold war era was important to both societies. In my opinion, the cold 

war in the early years provided both challenges and opportunities for research and 

development as well as successful implementation and the required resources. The 

cold war in some respects legitimized both ORSA/TIM S as well as their academic 

counterparts in business and engineering.

What I've learned the hard way is that the cold war investment particularly 

between 1945 and 1968 developed what we refer to as the high technology industry. 

It was the spin-off from the cold war period that seeded the growth o f  high 

technology businesses. Subsequent to 1968, the high technology industry first 

matched federal R&D investment and then surpassed it. More importantly for 

today's session the high technology industry served as a catalyst to provide for the 

realization o f  the synergy between ORSA/TIM S and their transformation into 

INFORM S. Equally important digital technology served as a major catalyst to 

transform a high technology society into an information technology society and 

propelled INFORM S to subsequently deal with the emerging 21st century 

digital/knowledge society.

One o f  my frustrations is which disciplines, professional societies or sectors 

(academia, business, and government) deal with transforming a society? Who deals 

with the understanding as well as developing tools, methods, and conceptual 

constructs?

One o f  my early attempts at struggling with the transformation o f a society 

issues and problems was a paper which I presented to the American Astronautical 

Society published in their 1967 proceedings o f "Space Age in Fiscal Year 2001." Let 

me quote from this paper:
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"A useful starting point to establish the basis from which predictions will be 
made is found by examining trends o f the past two decades. Twenty years ago the 
United States had entered the postwar period o f the mid 40's. The techniques and 
electronic devices used for purposes o f  war were being studied for peace time 
applications. It was found that servo-mechanisms formerly used to direct anti
aircraft guns could be used for industrial controls - material handling, positioning 
o f  machine tools and semi-automatic process sequencing. Radar was being studied 
as a telephone link o f  high capacity. A newcomer at that time on the scene, the 
digital computer could provide a means to mechanize complex manipulative and 
control problems associated with automation.

By 1960 it turned out that it was not enough to merely recognize that 
elements o f industry could be broken into the parts o f a closed loop control system, 
such as structural units, sensor units, communication units, actuator units and 
visual displays. It became apparent that any organic system, o f which industry is 
one type, operated by virtue o f something other than just simple feedback. Organic 
systems had to be examined in terms o f  the reassigns for the functioning o f  the 
system.

Organic systems are characterized as manifesting in the broadest sense a form 
o f  intelligence. As such their basic building blocks are people, machines and their 
respective interfaces. How these elements are inter-related has been a continuous 
effort o f study on the part o f those working on complex systems projects. Most 
recently, attention has turned to the problem o f considering the inter-relations 
between multiple weapon systems which must function in close coordination with 
each other. Here the problem is not one o f optimizing any one system, but 
designing sets o f  weapon systems which adequately assure our national defense 
posture. By the year 2001 such solutions will be largely derived from the results o f 
advanced research being conducted today in the area o f the Management Sciences.

Much o f the technology needed to automate industry already exists. We have 
the sensitive miniaturized electronic amplifiers which require extremely low 
operating power. We have the computing capability necessary to turn on and o ff 
the switches that will make the assembly lines o f 2001 spring into motion with robot 
like precision. More important, in the R&D laboratories, work is proceeding on 
computers which have the capabilities o f making automatic decisions based on their 
abilities to self organize data rather than on the programmer's pre-conceived sub
routines. New sensors for pressure, temperature, and position measurement are 
being made available every day. Not only are they more sensitive and reliable, but 
they are also more economical to produce. Finally, rapid advances in displays have
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been made over the past several years which allow man to interface with a variety o f  
machines. The use o f pictorial and alpha numeric displays as communication 
devices is a field that I am following with keen interest. Not only will they be used 
at man machine interfaces, but I believe that high speed communication between 
men will make use o f such display concepts.

Management Sciences

The modern research in the areas o f Management Sciences and Operations 
Research also dates from the post World War II period. By 1960 practical 
applications o f early research were being made in both military and industrial areas. 
However, the advanced research o f  today is predominately focused on industrial 
applications and is being conducted principally in a few o f the country's leading 
universities.

The need to understand the role o f the manager in organic systems provided 
much o f  the impetus to perform advanced research in Management Science. 
Accomplishments to date have been significant resulting in new quantitative 
techniques applicable to decision making such as location o f  warehouses or plants, 
scheduling production and inventories, selecting stocks and bonds for investment 
portfolios, determining the best advertising media for a product, estimating 
acceptance o f new products prior to their distribution, and finally, to monitoring 
and controlling operations o f  complex and continuous production systems. Recent 
thinking indicates that the piecemeal application o f  management sciences to separate 
aspects o f  industrial problems is not enough. These methods can lead to a false 
dichotomy. For example optimum production and inventory control solutions do 
not always results in meeting overall profitability requirements.

Today's efforts in the Management Sciences will result in the establishment o f  
a rational basis for automation in the year 2001. Management Sciences research will 
provide computer techniques that will be used to make a variety o f decisions 
presently made by middle and top management. By development o f  computerized 
total information systems, the interfaces between human decision making with 
machines, market requirements, technical confidence in newer product development 
and their successful introduction for a world market will at last be provided. In 
addition, concepts and methods will be developed that will enable the procedures to 
be formed for the establishment o f  overall policy goals and sub-goals for any 
automated firm. The technique will be o f an analytical nature that will minimize 
the usual corporate drives which operate through techniques o f  compromise, 
conflict and occasional cooperation."
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As you can see, many o f  us associated with INFO RM S were oriented towards 

today's digital technology. However, there are very few O R /M S studies or papers on 

the area o f  transformation o f  a society's economic structure. Too often we have left 

this area to the economists and sociologists. At IC^ and other institutions we have 

been examining the combining o f  O R /M S with economics and econometrics.

Several new societies and early informal groups have come into being such as the 

Society for Computational Economics, Macro-economics Dynamics, Society for 

Design and Process Science, The Center for Research in Electronic Commerce, 

Consortium for Business Literacy, Global Digital Library Study Group, Global 

Classroom Consortia, and a newer society tentatively called American Society for 

Education in Economic Development (ASEED).

I am seeing the rise o f  a newer profession and discipline from this important 

polyglot o f  pioneering work. These newer disciplines are creative and innovative 

management, global networking, entrepreneurship, collaborative economics, 

intellectual asset management, etc.

II. Synergy Between O R /M S and The Electronic Technology Chain

In March 1997, Dr. Piyu Yue and I published a book entitled "Global 

Economic Competition: Today's Warfare in Global Electronics Industries and 

Companies." In this book we introduce the concept o f  a technology chain which I 

believe will be important for the evolving synergy o f  O R /M S and digital technology.

In this section I'd like to observe the changing o f  an economy through 

electronic technology. In a broad sense "electronic technology11 is used to represent 

that set o f  human knowledge that makes possible the production o f  a wide spectrum 

o f  electronic goods and services. In the 1950-70 era electronic goods and services 

were the core for the high technology firms and corporations. They were the 

building blocks for a new and different economy as I inferred in the paper
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11 Automation in the Year 2001." More recently in the 1970-95 era electronic 

technology provided the vision for information technology as a way o f expanding 

our personal boundaries o f  knowledge, our creativity, and our ability to be more 

productive and helped us learn to communicate, to work, and to entertain ourselves 

in ways we never before imagined. Individual use o f IT, especially at work, is 

reshaping the vision o f  the corporation and its relationship with technology. Some 

corporate visions are being redefined through internal strategic redeployments, 

major mergers, and external alliances. Over half o f  the venture capital in the United 

States is invested in growth IT-related firms. These IT growth firms are rapidly 

rushing in the new young billionaires o f the U.S. as well as sustaining U.S. national 

power at the critical margin.

IT is a subset o f  the electronic technology that propelled the United States 

into the high technology society. At the same time electronic technology is the core 

o f  the digital economy.

The term "electronics" has been interpreted as the commercial industry o f 

electronic devices and systems. According to this definition, a broad range o f 

industrial and commercial segments can be included in the electronics industry, 

resulting in such terms as microelectronics, industrial electronics, defense 

electronics, civilian electronics, and consumer electronics. This diversity indicates 

that electronic technology has been diffused into many different industries o f  a 

modern economy, and that a common technology base closely links these industries 

together to form a chain. The electronic technology chain represents the 

technological interdependence o f  the industries that are directly involved in 

manufacturing electronic devices and systems, or in providing services via these 

devices and systems. Technological innovation in one industry not only depends on 

technological support from others, but also helps to make breakthroughs in other
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industries o f  the chain. The technological connections result in mutual benefits for 

all the industries along the chain. The electronic technology chain begins with the 

production o f  electronic components that materialize electron movement in 

vacuum, gas, or semiconductors. The advanced materials industry forms the 

foundation o f  the electronic technology chain, and its importance should not be 

overlooked.

The technology chain can be divided into four layers in terms o f  technology 

applications for production, support, and consumption purposes. The top layer 

represents the upstream industry, with its primary products functioning as input 

factors to many other industries. The electronic components industry is a principal 

one, producing a broad range o f  electronic devices that range from the simplest 

resistor to the most sophisticated microprocessor.

The second layer o f  the electronic technology chain includes branch industries 

that function as industrial end-users or support sectors to other industries. Software 

engineering and computer manufacturing are the most important industries in this 

layer. The telecommunications industry is also included here because o f  its crucial 

role in facilitating the flow o f  information for other manufacturing industries and 

services sectors. The industrial instruments industry includes several segments. In 

these industries, electronic technology has been combined with optical, mechanical, 

and biological technologies to produce various sophisticated instruments and 

systems for specific applications. Except for industrial usage, a large percentage o f  

the products in this layer also apply to final consumption, such as personal 

computers, cellular phones, and pagers.

The third layer relates to final consumption goods and services. Three segments 

o f  the consumer electronics industry are TV sets, radios, and audiorecorders and 

videorecorders (VCRs).
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The fourth layer denotes the level o f the electronic technology chain that links 

many innovations in multidisciplinary fields. These fields include multimedia 

information systems, flexible manufacturing systems, management systems, and 

industrial robots. As a result o f  rapid technology innovations, the electronic 

technology chain has expanded broadly into many different industrial and 

commercial applications, including the automotive, petrochemical, food processing, 

medical, and entertainment industries.

A final word on the technology chain is in order. A technology chain is a 

way for O R /M S professionals and researchers to explore ways to better define 

industries and determine how to structure and measure the effectiveness o f 

partnerships and alliances. It can help to clarify and delineate what is still loosely 

defined as a supplier system or virtual organization. The technology chain is, in my 

opinion, key to determining a new advance in management theory. Our early 

research at IC^ has identified that the people dimensions o f  change are the real 

show stoppers and not adapting technology. The magnitude and pace o f change 

requires us to accommodate technology with new organizational structures, high 

commitment work systems, management partnerships, expanding reward systems, 

intensified communication and employee involvement programs, different 

education and training approaches and other managerial innovations. It is clear in 

my mind these "show stoppers" will utilize digital technologies we have never 

witnessed before.

As I see it, the technology chain is a very early and extremely elementary step 

in how to coordinate digital technology from the managerial vision stages to the 

final stages o f  the technology life cycle. Much like today's biology research in 

understanding the whole intricate unfurling o f an egg into an organism -  to find 

the genetic script that oversees the orderly, reliable, everyday miracle o f creating a
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new living thing. There can be some synergy between digital technology, the 

technology chain and O R/M S that can delineate and improve the success o f  creating 

new products and services as well as global, agile organizations, and management 

and planning systems, capturing key knowledge for exploitation o f an improved 

society. Perhaps the phrase technology chain should be changed to the technology 

network.

To me the Electronic Technology Chain is as important as Porter's value 

added chain. The electronic technology chain makes it possible to evaluate as well as 

study critical measures in generating a nation's wealth as well as benchmarking a 

firm ’s performance. Equally important it could provide another measure for 

evaluating a nation's or a firm's strategy.

For example, as most o f  you know, net imports are a critical measure in 

generating a nation's wealth. What happens to a nation's imports and exports has a 

major impact on its wealth generation abilities.

The Asian group (Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, China, 

Thailand and the Philippines) showed in 1993 the largest net trade surpluses o f  

$44.03 billion in computers, sound recorders and VCRs, telecommunications, 

radios, integrated circuits, computer parts and accessories, television sets, and office 

machines. The only segment in which the Asian group showed an average annual 

trade deficit was less than $1 billion in measuring instruments. The only segment in 

which the United States had a net trade surplus in high technology was $8.4 billion 

in measuring instruments. Western Europe showed a net trade surplus o f  $4.4 

billion in telecommunications and industrial instrumentation.

In 1993 on a four-powers basis; namely, the United States, Japan, Germany, 

and great Britain trade balance basis, Japan has a total net trade surplus in high- 

technology electronics o f $11.5 billion. All o f the other three nations have a net
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trade deficit -  the United States, $19.4 billion; Germany, $7.5 billion; and Britain, 

$5.7 billion.

Dr. Yue and I reached the conclusion that the U.S. high-technology-based 

products in the first three chain levels are commodities. As you all know, 

commodities have lower profits and lower return on investment. A discernible 

trend for business is that high technology does not depend on natural endowments 

such as good climate, arable land and available mineral deposits -  or even the first 

to develop the science and technology, and the first to market. The fourth chain 

level is where the digital technology is transforming from an IT economy to a 

digital/knowledge economy.

High technology business's comparative advantages trends are due more to 

the globalization process, integration and government intervention. The 

globalization o f the electronics high technology industry was initiated by U.S. 

companies. The Japanese quickly followed and by 1993 Japan was in all o f  the 

fourteen electronic commodities we measured. Japan since 1978 has substantially 

reduced its export share o f  TV tubes, sound recorders and VCRs, television sets, 

radios, and office machines. They have been moving toward a higher technology 

level and higher value-added manufacturing.

Under global conditions, a firm's economic decisions include what to 

produce, where to produce, where to sell, to whom to sell, how to sell, how to service 

an order, where to produce, and how to take advantage o f  multinational resources 

and markets. A firm can no longer follow economically an academic behavioral 

model such as oligopoly or monopoly. At the same time, high technology 

companies’ risk factors have increased by foreign-currency denomination, changing 

economic and political conditions, diversification and differentiation o f  products,
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and technology superiority. The situation in high technology is complicated by 

widely applied government intervention, promotion and protection.

Let's move from national trends to measuring performance trends at the firm 

level. Benchmarking, or measuring best performance at the firm level, for 

competitive analysis is multidimensional, such as economic growth and global 

market share, labor productivity, return on asset investment, cost efficiency, 

profitability, R&D investment, and stock price performance.

Japanese companies lead in economic growth and share o f market, labor 

productivity and return on asset investments. The U.S. companies' benchmarks lead 

in cost efficiency in computer manufacturing, software, and industrial instrument 

clusters. British companies had cost efficiency in the electric components and 

telecommunication clusters. French companies led cost efficiencies in consumer 

electronics. None o f  the Japanese companies were cost efficiency leaders.

U.S. companies set the profitability benchmarks for computer 

manufacturing, computer software, and consumer electronics. British companies 

held the profitability benchmarks for telecommunications equipment and industrial 

instrumentation segments. The Japanese lost their profitability benchmark after 

1991. International benchmarks for R&D expenditures were established by the 

United States and Western European electronics companies. None o f the Japanese 

group showed the highest R&D ratio in any cluster. Finally, the best players in 

terms o f stock price performance were all U.S. companies.

The global trend o f  high technology business products becoming more and 

more commodities confirms that a new kind o f  economic goods and services is 

making its appearance in the marketplace. Both Dr. Yue and I think they have the 

potential o f  revolutionizing the workings o f the entire capitalist economy as well as
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generation o f  a nation's wealth and prosperity, and deeply impact on the 

management o f  21st century basic and technology-based firms.

III. Need for Digital/Knowledge Management and the Need to Develop 

Tomorrow's Required Talent

Synergy can be defined as working together cooperative/collaboratively in a 

complex, dynamic environment. An easy-to-explain dynamic is to trace the change 

in economic structure that ORSA/TIM S members have been working in since the 

1950s. From my perspective, the 1950-69 era was the growth o f  the high technology 

society. By 1970 many o f  us realized that the high technology society was being 

transformed into the information technology society. This changed the structure o f  

the problems and issues that we faced. Today many o f  us are wrestling with the 

transformation o f the information technology society into the digital/knowledge 

society for the 21st century. Thus we must be prepared to change once more. This 

time it can't be in the way we faced the high technology and information 

technologies.

Under the high technology society we could afford to split O R into 

concentrated science and engineering issues and problems and TIM S into 

managerial advances. The knowledge society is requiring us to look at the economy 

as an organic whole. In other words, we can use Webster's definition o f synergy 

"the combined or correlated action o f different organs or parts o f the body." We 

substitute the economic structure for the body. The important thing is that we can 

no longer work on isolated piecemeal interesting problems and methods.

Management emphasis today is on leadership for a changing world.

Emphasis for the digital/knowledge society is on power o f  vision, thinking and 

doing, envisioning the future, creating a strategic architecture, building a team,
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transforming the organization, growing the learning organization, and investing in 

leadership training.

Let me be more specific. In developing the high technology society, ORSA 

developed the methodology to produce better technology. TIMS members 

concentrated on management planning and control. The management concept at 

that time was to improve three processes. First, improve planning; second, optimize 

operations and third, establish controls based on feedback and feedforward.

As Bill Cooper will cover in the Omega Rho Distinguished Plenary session, 

much o f  the work and advances have been on the planning aspects o f  management. 

It's only recently that methodology has been accepted for controls. Little 

methodology exists for leadership in contrast to management.

Let me put it another way. Integrating planning, operations, and control 

even in high technology systems costs millions more than projected and takes longer 

than needed. There is a crying need for evaluating performance and managerial 

utilization both before installation and during operations.

The 21st century will witness the rise o f newer kinds o f  economic goods and 

services that are digital in form, heavily dependent on knowledge and in many 

respects will transform today's technology information society into a 

digital/knowledge-based economy. The first decade or two will be heavily dependent 

on digital products in communication, education and entertainment. Sten Thore in 

his paper "The Economics o f  the Information Age: Industrial Turmoil and Rapid 

Evolution," set forth a new paradigm based on the following four points:

1. The life cycles o f  knowledge products are often short, due to intense product 

development. As new and advanced products are launched on the market, the 

earlier generations become obsolete. Typically, the new generation o f a product 

embodies not only upgraded technological and marketing characteristics, but also a
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wider array o f  attributes. Defining a product by the vector o f  services it delivers, the 

dimensionality o f this vector increases all the time. Products become more complex.

2. Those corporations that successfully market and sell the most advanced 

products at any given point in time will experience spectacular growth rates -  so 

called hypergrowth. Economists have been late in recognizing this phenomenon, so 

characteristic o f  the knowledge economy. Conversely, corporations clinging to 

product laggards can see their markets collapse over night, with disastrous results. 

The knowledge-based economy can become polarized into two camps: swarms o f 

small startup companies growing at phenomenal rates, and stumbling giants.

3. The high tech corporation is typically embarked on a dynamic path that is 

located far from equilibrium all the time. The orbit is nonlinear. It harbors the 

possibility o f  chaos.

4. In the resulting setting o f  industrial turmoil, there will occur rapid 

technological evolution. A kind o f balance will be established between creativity and 

oblivion, between the commercialization o f new products, the launching o f  new 

startup companies, mergers and acquisitions, and bankruptcies.

For transformation into wealth and prosperity, digital/knowledge technology 

resources require a new kind o f  leadership as opposed to management. As Debra 

Amidon wrote, "Strategy is now a matter o f leadership more than plans -  the ability 

to inspire vision more than articulate it and the notion o f sustained movement over 

time rather than financial short-term successes." The attributes o f inspiration, 

vision, know-how, knowledge, and experiential learning are intangibles. O f course, 

they can be called intellectual capital but they reside in peoples' minds and cannot as 

yet be represented on the balance sheet. Knowledge is "a human process dealing 

with mental objects, requiring awareness and intuition and is only transferable
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through learning." Digital information is easily transferable and reproducible at a 

low cost. Human knowledge used innovatively is at best a scarce and costly asset.

At the same time the digital/knowledge industries are ones where walls are 

coming down between nations, industries, sectors o f  the economy and between 

functions o f  an organization. The new knowledge industry recasts our focus from 

the value chain o f R&D, production, and marketing and distribution, and the 

business functions o f  finance, accounting, human resources, management 

information services, R&D, manufacturing, sales distribution, total quality, etc. It 

drives the focus to design and process sciences, simultaneous developments, 

concurrent engineering, agile manufacturing, virtual organization, etc., with little i f  

any revenue generation let alone profitability. It takes courage as well as wise and 

lucky leadership to balance short-term, medium-term, and long-term sustainability o f  

a firm.

Business leadership has the abilities to manage the value-added chain, the 

technology chain, and knowledge innovation chains simultaneously. The knowledge 

innovation chain is "the creation, evolution, exchange and application o f  new ideas 

into marketable goods and services for the excellence o f  an enterprise, the vitality o f  

a nation’s economy and the advancement o f society as a whole. It's the velocity o f  

change. In short, the knowledge society breaks the old 1990s MBA. Enterprise 

creation and innovation is an emerging competitive digital technology-based 

economy realizing the value o f interdependencies rather than close-kept intellectual 

property assets o f the last twenty-five years."

It is hard to deal with complexity and change in a digital/knowledge society. 

Neither a firm nor a community nor a university or even a college and graduate 

school o f  business deals within its own boundaries. To succeed and survive is
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chaotic. Both success and failure cause problems. Hyper growth is so rapid that 

staffing problems and staying lean and hardy is difficult.

What is needed is more than a paradigm for the digital/knowledge society. A 

new kind o f  economic analysis and theory is needed to determine whether the 

digital/knowledge revolution will usher in an era o f  prosperity or bust. Knowledge 

is a newer form o f capital whose marginal productivity can actually be increasing 

rather than decreasing. On the other hand, the digital knowledge doesn’t produce a 

nice orderly economy. Witness what is happening in the telecommunications 

segments o f  long-distance and regional telephone, cable TV, data transmission as 

well as what is coming in energy generation and distribution. There can be so many 

alternative future courses that the results are best described as industrial chaos. A 

situation which can push an economic system into concurrent global collapse.

To a large extent meeting the demand for digital/knowledge products is a 

management problem -  a management that is more perceptive than ever on its 

evolution, potential, and limitations.
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